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Certainly, promoting achievements 
within rankings internally to employees 
and physicians can generate signifi cant 
morale and loyalty. Using rankings in 
physician recruitment is a powerful 
tactic as well. Yet, while organizational 
leadership may very well want to market 
a top hospital ranking externally, the 
eff ect of rankings on consumers is not 
well-understood. 

The Benefi t
Clearly, the use of top hospital (and 
top physician) rankings impacts some 
consumer segments more than others. 
Following are some recommendations 
for targeting messaging on rankings 
for maximum eff ectiveness and 
resource effi  ciency.

Focus on the new patient 
“recruiting” and the consumer 

“research” phases of the purchasing 
cycle. In the recruiting phase, quality-
driven consumers need to have your 
hospital on their radar and know 
your hospital is focused on quality 
excellence. That does not necessarily 
mean marketers need to promote the 
rankings. Research indicates that this 
target audience will be researching 
rankings on their own. 

Hospital marketing that trumpets 
an institution’s rankings has 

become less effective. The market is 
oversaturated, and all hospitals seem to 
have an accolade or two to promote. 
So, much of the public tunes out these 
messages. Quality-driven consumers 
do trust third-party endorsements or 
rankings from the press, professional 

medical organizations, and the ranking 
organizations’ own websites, however. 

So if market research reveals that 
your hospital is known for high quality, 
focus messaging on how quality 
excellence benefits patients versus 
highlighting the rankings themselves 
in your mass media advertising. 
Quality-driven consumers will find 
your hospital rankings on their own, 
on a third-party site, and that 
endorsement will make the rankings 
more trusted and more credible 
to the consumer. Plus, you’ll avoid 
the licensing fees associated with 
using rankings in advertisements 
and promotions.

For hospitals not known for 
high quality, it may be beneficial 

to target media to the quality-driven 
demographic and promote the 
rankings (with the ranking logos) 
in an attempt to change consumer 
perceptions of your hospital’s quality. 
Doing so might put your hospital 
on the audience’s radar when they 
are looking for a provider and 
encourage consumer researchers to 
review the hospital’s quality scores. 
However unpopular this may be to 
the C-suite, it is not worth the money 
to promote these rankings outside of 
that demographic.

Focus public relations eff orts to 
have credible third-party sources 

publish articles highlighting your 
hospital’s rankings. Try to have them 
list the ranking site pages noting your 
hospital (and physician) quality reports. 

For online publications, encourage the 
publisher to provide a hotlink to the 
top hospitals site, as well as to your 
hospital’s site.

Create an online linking strategy. 
Create rich-media online ads—placed 

in close proximity to hospital listings on 
national rankings sites—that link to your 
hospital service line landing pages. Drive 
additional traffi  c to your website through 
search engine advertising that promotes 
your rankings and links back to the ranking 
site pages outlining your hospital’s quality.

Like it or not, hospital and physician 
rankings are building in influence. By 
better understanding how rankings 
affect consumers, healthcare executives 
can manage their influence more 
effectively. Moreover, all healthcare 
facilities—from large academic 
medical centers to small community 
hospitals—can use rankings to 
benchmark themselves and find clues 
about creating processes to improve 
quality and patient-safety outcomes. 
And isn’t that what it’s all about?

Making the Most 
of Hospital Rankings
Hospital rankings continue to play a prominent role in 
distinguishing the top hospitals around the nation—whether the 
source is Truven Health Analytics “100 Top Hospitals,” U.S.News 
& World Report’s “Best Hospitals,” Healthgrades, Consumer 
Reports, Leapfrog, Hospital Compare, or a state or local agency. 
But how can marketers best use rankings in communications and 
promotion, both internal and external? 
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